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Although access to higher education
is virtually universally available,
college student retention stills
remains a vexing and puzzling
problem for educators and legislators.
In College Student Retention:
Formula for Student Success, second
edition, Alan Seidman deals with
this problematic issue by examining
a number of areas critical to the
retention of students, including the
history, the theories and concepts,
models, and a standardized definition
of the term. Seidman and his

contributors also lay out the financial
implications and trends of retention in
one of their updated chapters. Completely
new to this edition are three chapters that
examine several recent issues: the current
theories of retention, retention of online
students, and retention in community
colleges. Tying all of these components
together, Seidman then presents his
formula and highly successful model
for student success that colleges can
implement to effect change in retaining
students and helping them to complete
their academic and personal goals. Amazon Online Review
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Even as the number of students
attending college has more than
doubled in the past forty years, it
is still the case that nearly half of
all college students in the United
States will not complete their degree
within six years. It is clear that
much remains to be done toward
improving student success. For
more than twenty years, Vincent
Tinto’s pathbreaking book Leaving
College has been recognized as
the definitive resource on student
retention in higher education. Now,
with Completing College, Tinto
offers administrators a coherent
framework with which to develop
and implement programs to promote
completion.
Deftly distilling an enormous
amount of research, Tinto identifies
the essential conditions enabling
students to succeed and continue
on within institutions. Especially

during the early years, he shows that
students thrive in settings that pair
high expectations for success with
structured academic, social, and
financial support, provide frequent
feedback and assessments of their
performance, and promote their active
involvement with other students and
faculty. And while these conditions
may be worked on and met at different
institutional levels, Tinto points to
the classroom as the center of student
education and life, and therefore the
primary target for institutional action.
Improving retention rates continues to
be among the most widely studied fields
in higher education, and Completing
College carefully synthesizes the
latest research and, most importantly,
translates it into practical steps that
administrators can take to enhance
student success. - Amazon Online
review
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Student Success in College describes
policies, programs, and practices
that a diverse set of institutions have
used to enhance student achievement.
This book clearly shows the benefits
of student learning and educational
effectiveness that can be realized
when these conditions are present.
Based on the Documenting Effective
Educational Practice (DEEP) project
from the Center for Postsecondary
Research at Indiana University, this
book provides concrete examples from
twenty institutions that other colleges
and universities can learn from
and adapt to help create a successoriented campus culture and learning
environment. - Amazon Online review

